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VEGETATION QUALITY REMOTE ASSESSMENT IN URBAN AREA:
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In the paper the technique for estimation of vegetation quality using

multispectral satellite imagery and ground truth data is described. This technique is

an important component of an integrated geoinformation technology for remote

assessment of vegetation condition within urban area. The developed technique

application for the vegetation condition assessment within the “Golosiivsky” Kiev

National Nature Park is demonstrated.
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Introduction. Particular urban environment is the result of relentless urban

development. Urban environmental status affects the quality of the living conditions

of its residents. To improve the quality of urban life, the continuous operational

monitoring and forecasting of urban area environmental condition is required.

Because a significant role of greenery in environmental conditions improving,

a special attention should be paid to research the vegetation state using modern

remote and field data and GIS technologies.

Problem. Nowadays the vegetation assessment is a hard challenge. It needs the

analysis of a large amount of heterogeneous, poorly formalized, and sometimes even

contradictory indicators. It also requires expert’s knowledge and thus is subjective

and under human issues. Wide area investigation is consuming and costly, then data

updating is very longtime. One way to mitigate these difficulties is to involve remote

sensing data such as medium spatial resolution satellite imagery [7].

Objective. Purpose of current research is to ensure operational objective

quantitative remote evaluation and mapping of urban vegetation by applicable models
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and algorithms development as well as by appropriate geoinformation services

implementation.

State-of-the-art. The vegetation state is characterized by quantitative and

qualitative indicators, which are determined in different ways. For example, the

methods for vegetation amount evaluation are known, which are based on the leaf

area index (LAI) [18]. We tested the method for vegetation amount evaluation within

urban area using multispectral satellite imagery [12] and we estimated LAI(NDVI)

regression inside Kiev city for the first time [20]. We also examined vegetation cover

changes within the Kiev metropolitan agglomeration for long-term series of satellite

images [13].

Modern methods for vegetation quality assessment can be classified as ground-

based and satellite. Ground-based methods use vegetation inventory and landscape

analysis. They provide a vegetation quality averages, verbal mainly. Satellite-based

methods involve a vegetation quality attributes such as the chlorophyll content,

gaseous metabolism rate, etc. [14]. We attempted to adopt vegetation quality

assessment methods for GIS platform.

Study area. The study area was “Golosiivsky” National Nature Park (NNP),

which was established by the 794/2007 Decree of the President of Ukraine of August

27, 2007 within “Golosiivsky” district of Kiev city. The 446/2014 Decree of the

President  of  Ukraine  of  May  1,  2014  extends  up  the  “Golosiivsky”  NNP  area  for

6462.62 hectares of Sviatoshynsky forest park.

“Golosiivsky” Park is a multirole nature reserve of the following activity

domains: environmental, research, recreational, cultural and ecology-educational.

According to the Law of Ukraine “On Nature Reserve Fund of Ukraine”, the

differential zoning was established in “Golosiivsky” NNP. This one includes four

functional zones: conservation, regulated recreation, stationary recreation and service.

Naturally Park consists of five separate forests. Forest ecosystems occupy more than

90% of the park territory. “Golosiivsky” NNP is the exclusive highest rank wildlife

institution in Ukraine, which is located within the metropolis.
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“Golosiivsky” Park is located in the right-bank part of Kiev city, in the far

north of forest-steppe zone. Associated territory with mixed forests belongs to the

Kiev Polesie geographical  region.  The southern part  of  the Park is  a  Dnieper sandy

terrace, mostly covered with pine and pine-oak forests. There are lots of forest

swamps inside valley of Vita small river. There are broad-leaved forests inside

Bychok small stow at Dnieper northern floodplain.

The central part of the Park includes the protected broad-leaved forests within

the Kiev plateau – “Golosiivsky” forest reserve (with the nearby Maksym Rylski

“Golosiivsky” city-park) and “Teremki” forest. Just “Golosiivsky” forest was chosen

for current research as the most visited and built-up surroundings.

Source data. The study used the “Sich-2”/MSU medium spatial resolution

multispectral satellite image fragment, which was acquired at September 1, 2011 in

four spectral bands: green, red, near infrared and short-wave infrared.

There are following auxiliary in-situ data were processed: the “Golosiivsky”

NNP territory protection, maintenance and management plan [9], and the “Koncha

Zaspa” municipal enterprise activities and management plan [8]. These documents

contain forest taxation data, forest units’ statements, etc.

Methods. The common dataflow for vegetation state assessment using satellite

data, which is implemented as integrated geoinformation technology has been

developed previously. The technology provides a cut-through data processing from

calibrated satellite imagery up to vegetation thematic map with recommendations

[11]. This study focuses on most complicated subsystem intended for vegetation

quality assessment (Fig.1).

The vegetation quality on multispectral satellite imagery is characterized by

life- important pigments content. They are chlorophyll mainly as well as carotenoids,

anthocyanins and flavonoids [2, 6]. The vegetation spectral reflectance in visible and

near infrared spectral bands is a source data for remote evaluation of pigments

content [3]. The accuracy depends on the accuracy of vegetation reflectance spectral

curve and its derivatives restorations [5]. The vegetation water content is determined

by reflectance in short-wave infrared band and temperature [10]. Photosynthetic
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activity and stress are investigated using specialized vegetation indices [15, 17, 19]

and orthogonal transformations [16].

During the research it was found that better correlation with ground-based

urban vegetation quality provides no red edge position (REP), which is most often

used for such assessment, but the first derivative in red-edge wavelengths – red-edge

tangent (RET). RET is somewhat like a well-known normalized difference vegetation

index (NDVI), but as against NDVI it more accurately estimates the vegetation

spectral reflectance in red-edge range.

The modern methods for RET estimation were considered such as polynomial

interpolation, expansion into series of orthogonal functions, NDVI regression, etc. As

the most suitable and noise-resistant the optimal spline interpolation method was

chosen for further research [1]. Optimal interpolation takes into account the

derivative values at boundaries of red-edge range. This method is based on

determining the optimal nodal points, which are connected by spline curve with

continuous first and second derivative. The algorithm for optimal spline interpolation

and RET calculation considering the multispectral sensor spectral band specifications

(in this study – the “Sich-2”/MSU sensor) is implemented using SciLab open-source

software. So, for “Sich-2”/MSU the spectral curve derivative values outside red-edge

range was estimated using reflectance in additional working spectral bands: green one

leftward and short-wave infrared one rightward.

Data processing. The data processing flowchart is presented in Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Vegetation quality assessment using multispectral imagery dataflow

diagram

First the “Sich-2”/MSU calibrated satellite image (MSI) fragment was cut-out

for study area. The atmospheric correction of image was carried out and at-sensor

spectral radiance was recalculated into land surface reflectance (Surf Refl). Next the

vegetation mask (Veg Mask) was created by NDVI threshold and elementary plots of

plant communities (forest units) with available ground-truth data (GTD) were

mapped. The RET pixel values within the vegetation mask were calculated using red-

edge optimal spline interpolation (REI) algorithm. The average value of RET was

determined for each forest unit.

Normalization of statistical samples was conducted and robust regression

(Regression) was restored by known classes of vegetation quality. Regression

diagram is shown in Fig.2. The vegetation quality was described by dimensionless

percentage-based score VQF (vegetation quality factor). The restored regression was

used to calculate the VQF values for area where ground-truth data are missing.
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Fig.2. VQF(RET) regression diagram

Results.  The VQF distribution map of study area was retrieved using satellite

data. To improve visual acceptability VQF scale is subdivided into 5 classes (Fig.3

left) and compared with the distribution of recreational digression index (Fig.3 right)

because this landscape assessment index depends significantly on the vegetation state

[4].

Analysis of Fig.3 distributions shows that the average RET values of small

units (I) quite clearly coincide with ground-truth data. This is due to compliance of

image and map spatial resolution, as well as due to low variability of RET within a

few pixels area.

Fig.3. Vegetation quality distribution map by satellite data and in-situ

inspections
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In other areas (II) the VQF values are well-matched with ground-truth data.

However,  the  obvious  advantage  of  the  results  obtained  by  the  satellite  data  is

possibility to detect the some heterogeneity in comparison with generalized landscape

assessment index. This is caused by both the species diversity within the forest unit

and the small-size troubled units’ presence that are detected difficultly by ground

survey and/or not considered in expert inspection.

The third area type (III) there is a significant mismatch between the results of

satellite and in-situ assessments. This case is the reason for additional ground survey

of troubled units and understanding the nature of mismatches.

Finally the satellite data advantage is the ability to assess vegetation quality

within areas (IV) where in-situ observations are not performed. For example, in

current research this is a territory of protected area in “Golosiivsky” NNP where

natural plant communities inhabited, as well as plants and animals listed in the Red

Book of Ukraine.

Generalized estimation of accuracy was performed by comparing the ground-

truth recreational digression classes and remotely sensed VQF values, which was

sampled into corresponding landscape assessment unified classes. Quantitative results

of comparison are given in table.

Table. Overall coincidence of vegetation quality assessments by in-

situ inspections and by remote sensing data among forest units

Total units fraction, % Mismatch, %

52,2 0

42,4 20

4,6 40

0,5 60

0,3 80

Averaged over whole units accuracy is 89.14%, which is quite satisfactory for

remote assessment of vegetation quality in urban area.
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Conclusions

1. A technique for vegetation quality assessment by remote sensing data is

developed. This technique is important and most complicated subsystem of integrated

geoinformation technology for vegetation state assessment. The technique was tested

on ground-truth data within the “Golosiivsky” Park. The results obtained are

satisfactory.

2. The reliability of estimates obtained was characterized by the determination

coefficients of restored regressions that are in the range 0.36-0.68 for different types

of plant communities. Incomplete correspondence and some inconsistence in results

are due to ambiguous expertise. So, the appropriate step in further studies should be

proposals to clarify and unify the vegetation quality assessment rules. Nevertheless,

the technique provides 89% accuracy of results matching with ground-truth data. This

fact permits the technique application in practice of urban green space monitoring.

3. The estimates obtained are one-time and are not described the overall

vegetation quality in full extent, so the more valid estimates can be collected using

long-term time series of satellite images to smooth out statistical outliers and to

exclude phenological phases effect within the study area.

4. It is necessary to assess the different classes or species of vegetation

separately for more exact results. It can be achieved through the engagement of

hyperspectral imagery with ground spectrometry data, as well as high resolution

satellite imagery.
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